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New 2 TRAIN AUTOMATION with Momentum.
For conventional AC or DC track power!
This combination package, item 1691, contains the items necessary to operate 2 trains on one track with momentum
control. Also included are the wiring diagrams for utilizing the components with AC or DC type track power.
The basic operation leaves one train at a station (point in the loop) while the other traverses the main loop. When the
traversing train enters a designated area it releases the train at the station. The approaching train then becomes the
train at the station and the other becomes the main train traversing the main loop. Long enough sections of track are
needed to allow proper operation, the length is determined by the longest train you would like to operate, shorter
length trains are not a problem and can be intermixed.
The package consist of a 12 volt regulated supply (item 369), our Trak-DTRL (item 566), the MO-1 (item 567) and full
instructions. The MO-1 incorporates adjustable deceleration and acceleration. Stop time is set by how long and fast
the other train traverses the loop.
A fixed 16vAC power source is required to power the electronics, item 690 is recommended, but not included.
The price for item 1691 is $119.95*.

12VPS #369

TRAK-DTRL #566

MO-1 #567

Ordering information, under "Price Schedule", as well as more information, wiring instructions for these items and
much more can be found on our web site at www.dallee.com.
We sell direct and to qualified dealers.
All email should be directed to "info@dallee.com". Please don't forget to put a subject title into the subject line,
otherwise your email will be deleted as SPAM. Also, when sending email to us, don't forget to let your ISP know
that you are expecting email from us so that we are allowed to respond to your inquiry.
*requires appropriate s/h of $13 to $15 within the U.S.A., see our price schedule for shipping details.

